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Abstract 

We introduce a model for challenge data possession (CDP) that allows a client that has stored data at an untrusted server to verify 
that the server possesses the original data without retrieving it. The model generates probabilistic proofs of possession by 
sampling random sets of blocks from the server, which drastically reduces I/O costs. The client maintains a constant amount of 
metadata to verify the proof. The challenge/response protocol transmits a small, constant amount of data, which minimizes 
network communication. Thus, the CDP model for remote data checking supports large data sets in widely-distributed storage 
systems. We present two provably-secure CDP schemes that are more efficient than previous solutions, even when compared 
with schemes that achieve weaker guarantees. In particular, the overhead at the server is low (or even constant), as opposed to 
linear in the size of the data. Experiments using our implementation verify the practicality of CDP and reveal that the 
performance of CDP is bounded by disk I/O and not by cryptographic computation. To avoid the security risks, audit services are 
critical to ensure the integrity and availability of outsourced data and to achieve digital forensics and credibility on cloud 
computing. Challenge data possession (CDP), which is a cryptographic technique for verifying the integrity of data without 
retrieving it at an untrusted server, can be used to realize audit services. 
 
 
 

1. Introduction 
 

Verifying the authenticity of data has emerged as a critical issue in storing data on untrusted servers. It 
arises in peer-to-peer storage systems network file systems long-term archives  web-service object stores and 
database systems Such systems prevent storage servers from misrepresenting or modifying data by providing 
authenticity checks when accessing data. However, archival storage requires guarantees about the authenticity of 
data on storage, namely that storage servers possess data. It is insufficient to detect that data have been modified or 
deleted when accessing the data, because it may be too late to recover lost or damaged data. Archival storage servers 
retain tremendous amounts of data, little of which are accessed. They also hold data for long periods of time during 
which there may be exposure to data loss from administration errors as the physical implementation of storage 
evolves, e.g., backup and restore, data migration to new systems, and changing memberships in peer-to-peer 
systems. Archival network storage presents unique performance demands. Given that file data are large and are 
stored at remote sites, accessing an entire file is expensive in I/O costs to the storage server and in transmitting the 
file across a network. Reading an entire archive, even periodically, greatly limits the scalability of network stores. 
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(The growth in storage capacity has far outstripped the growth in storage access times and bandwidth Furthermore, 
I/O incurred to establish data possession interferes with on-demand bandwidth to store and retrieve data. We 
conclude that clients need to be able to verify that a server has retained file data without retrieving the data from the 
server and without having the server access the entire file. Previous solutions do not meet these requirements for 
proving data possession. Some schemes provide a weaker guarantee by enforcing storage complexity: The server 
has to store an amount of data at least as large as the client’s data, but not necessarily the same exact data. Moreover, 
all previous techniques require the server to access the entire file, which is not feasible when dealing with large 
amounts of data. We define a model for provable data possession (CDP) that provides probabilistic proof that a third 
party stores a file. The model is unique in that it allows the server to access small portions of the file in generating 
the proof; all other techniques must access the entire file. Within this model, we give the first provably-secure 
scheme for remote data checking. The client stores a small O(1) amount of metadata to verify the server’s proof. 
Also, the scheme uses O(1) bandwidth1. The  challenge and the response are each slightly more than 1 Kilobit. We 
also present a more efficient version of this scheme that proves data possession using a single modular 
exponentiation at the server, even though it provides a weaker guarantee. Both schemes use homomorphism 
verifiable tags. Because of the homomorphic property, tags computed for multiple file blocks can be combined into 
a single value. The client pre-computes tags for each block of a file and then stores the file and its tags with a server. 
At a later time, the client can verify that the server possesses the file by generating a random challenge against a 
randomly selected set of file blocks. Using the queried blocks and their corresponding tags, the server generates a 
proof of possession. The client is thus convinced of data possession, without actually having to retrieve file blocks. 
The efficient CDP scheme is the fundamental construct underlying an archival introspection system that we are 
developing for the long-term preservation of Astronomy data. We are taking possession of multi-terabyte 
Astronomy databases at a University library in order to preserve the information long after the research projects and 
instruments used to collect the data are gone. The database will be replicated at multiple sites. Sites include 
resource-sharing partners that exchange storage capacity to achieve reliability and scale. As such, the system is 
subject to freeloading in which partners attempt to use storage resources and contribute none of their own [20]. The 
location and physical implementation of these replicas are managed independently by each partner and will evolve 
over time. Partners may even outsource storage to third-party storage server providers Efficient CDP schemes will 
ensure that the computational requirements of remote data checking do not unduly burden the remote storage sites. 
We implemented our more efficient scheme (E-CDP) and two other remote data checking protocols and evaluated 
their performance. Experiments show that probabilistic possession guarantees make it practical to verify possession 
of large data sets. With sampling, E-CDP verifies a 64MB file in about 0.4 seconds as compared to 1.8 seconds 
without sampling. Further, I/O bounds the performance of E-CDP; it generates proofs as quickly as the disk 
produces data. Finally, E-CDP is 185 times faster than the previous secure proto col on 768 KB files. 
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Contributions. In this paper we:-formally define protocols for provable data possession (CDP) that provide 
probabilistic proof that a third party stores a file. - introduce the first provably-secure and practical CDP schemes 
that guarantee data possession. implement one of our CDP schemes and show experimentally that probabilistic 
possession guarantees make it practical to verify possession of large data sets. Our CDP schemes provide data 
format independence, which is a relevant feature in practical deployments (more details on this in the remarks of 
Section 4.3), and put no restriction on the number of times the client can challenge the server to prove data 
possession. Also, a variant of our main CDP scheme offers public verifiability Note. A preliminary version of this 
paper that appears in the proceedings of CCS 2007 [3] contained an error in the security proof: We erroneously 
made an assumption that does not hold when the parameter e is public2. As a result, we have simplified the scheme 
and e is now part of the secret key. Keeping e secret affects only the public verifiability feature, which is no longer 
provided by our main CDP scheme. This feature allows anyone, not just the data owner, to challenge the server for 
data possession. However, we show how to achieve public verifiability by simply restricting the size of file blocks 
 
1.1. Contributions 

 
In this paper, we focus on efficient audit services for outsourced data in clouds, as well as the optimization for 

high-performance audit schedule. First of all, we propose architecture of audit service outsourcing for verifying the 
integrity of outsourced storage in clouds. This architecture based on cryptographic verification protocol does not 
need to trust in storage server providers. Based on this architecture, we have made several contributions to cloud 
audit services as follows:  

 
• We provide an efficient and secure cryptographic interactive audit scheme for public auditability. We prove that 
this scheme retains the soundness property and zero-knowledge property of proof systems. These two properties 
ensure that our scheme can not only prevent the deception and forgery of cloud storage providers, but also prevent 
the leakage of outsourced data in the process of verification. 
• We propose an efficient approach based on probabilistic queries and periodic verification for improving 
performance of audit services. To detect abnormal situations timely, we adopt a way of sampling verification at 
appropriate planned intervals.  
• We presented an optimization algorithm for selecting the kernel parameters by minimizing computation overheads 
of audit services. Given the detection probability and the probability of sector corruption, the number of sectors has 
an optimal value to reduce the extra storage for verification tags, and to minimize the computation costs of CSPs and 
clients’ operations. In practical applications, above conclusions will play a key role in obtaining a more efficient 
audit schedule. Further, our optimization algorithm also supports an adaptive parameter selection for different sizes 
of files (or clusters), which could ensure that the extra storage is optimal for the verification process. 
 

Finally, we implement a prototype of an audit system to evaluate our proposed approach. Our experimental 
results not only validate the effectiveness of above-mentioned approaches and algorithms, but also show our system 
has a lower computation cost, as well as a shorter extra storage for verification. We list the features of our CDP 
scheme in Table 1. We also include a comparison of related techniques, such as, CDP (Ateniese et al., 2007), DCDP 
(Erway et al., 2009), and CPOR (Shacham and Waters, 2008). Although the computation and communication 
overheads of O(t) and O(1) in CDP/SCDP schemes are lower than those of O(t + s) and O(s) in our scheme, our 
scheme has less complexity due to the introduction of a fragment structure, in which an outsourced file is split into n 
blocks and each block is also split into s sectors. This means that the number of blocks in CDP/SCDP schemes is s 
times more than that in our scheme and the number of sampling blocks t in our scheme is merely 1/s times more 
than that in CDP/SCDP schemes. Moreover, the probability of detection in our scheme is much greater than that in 
CDP/SCDP schemes because of 1 − (1  − _b)its ≥ 1 − (1 − _b)t. In addition, our scheme, similar to CDP and CPOR 
schemes, provides the ownership proof of outsourced data as a result that it is constructed on the public-key 
authentication technology, but SCDP and DCDP schemes cannot provide such a feature because they are only based 
on the Hash function. Provable Data Possession (CDP) We describe a framework for provable data possession. This 
provides background for related work and for the specific description of our schemes. A CDP protocol (Fig. 1) 
checks that an outsourced storage site retains a file, which consists of a collection of n blocks. The client C (data 
owner) pre-processes the file, generating a piece of  
 

Table 1: Features and parameters (per challenge) of various CDP schemes when the server misbehaves by 
deleting a fraction of an n-block file (e.g., 1% of n).metadata that is stored locally, transmits the file  
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The server and client computation is expressed as the total cost of performing modular exponentiation 
operations. For simplicity, the security parameter is not included as a factor for the relevant costs. ∗ No security 
proof is given for this scheme, so assurance of data possession is not confirmed. † The client can ask proof for select 
symbols inside a block, but cannot sample across blocks. to the server S, and may delete its local copy. The server 
stores the file and responds to challenges issued by the client. Storage at the server is in (n) and storage at the client 
is in O(1), conforming to our notion of an outsourced storage relationship. As part of pre-processing, the client may 
alter the file to be stored at the server. The client may expand the file or include additional metadata to be stored at 
the server. Before deleting its local copy of the file, the client may execute a data possession challenge to make sure 
the server has successfully stored the file. Clients may encrypt a file prior to out-sourcing the storage. For our 
purposes, encryption is an orthogonal issue; the “file” may consist of encrypted data and our metadata does not 
include encryption keys. At a later time, the client issues a challenge to the server to establish that the server has 
retained the file. The client requests that the server compute a function of the stored file, which it sends back to the 
client. Using its local metadata, the client verifies the response. Threat model. The server S must answer challenges 
from the client C; failure to do so represents a data loss. However, the server is not trusted: Even though the file is 
totally or partially missing, the server may try to convince the client that it possesses the file. The server’s 
motivation for misbehavior can be diverse and includes reclaiming storage by discarding data that has not been or is 
rarely accessed (for monetary reasons), or hiding a data loss incident (due to management errors, hardware failure, 
compromise by outside or inside attacks etc). The goal of a CDP scheme that achieves probabilistic proof of data 
possession is to detect server misbehavior when the server has deleted a fraction of the file. Requirements and 
Parameters. The important performance parameters of a CDP scheme include: Computation complexity: The 
computational cost to pre-process a file (at C), to generate a proof of possession (at S) and to verify such a proof (at 
C); Block access complexity: The number of file blocks accessed to generate a proof of possession For a scalable 
solution, the amount of computation and block accesses at the server should be minimized, because the server may 
be involved in concurrent interactions with many clients. We stress that in order to minimize bandwidth, an efficient 
CDP scheme cannot consist of retrieving entire file blocks. While relevant, the computation complexity at the client 
is of less importance, even though our schemes minimize that as well. To meet these performance goals, our CDP 
schemes sample the server’s storage, accessing a random subset of blocks. In doing so, the CDP schemes provide a 
probabilistic guarantee of possession; a deterministic guarantee cannot be provided without accessing all blocks. In 
fact, as a special case of our CDP scheme, the client may ask proof for all the file blocks, making the data possession 
guarantee deterministic. Sampling proves data possession with high probability based on accessing few blocks in the 
file, which radically alters the performance of proving data possession. Interestingly, when the server deletes a 
fraction of the file, the client can detect server misbehavior with high probability by asking proof for a constant 
amount of blocks, independently of the total number of file blocks. As an example, for a file with n = 10, 000 
blocks, if S has deleted 1% of the blocks, then C can detect server misbehavior with probability greater than 99% by 
asking proof of possession for only 460 randomly selected blocks (representing 4.6% of n). 
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2. Audit system architecture 
 
In this section, we first introduce an audit system architecture for outsourced data in clouds in Fig. 1, which can 
work in an audit service outsourcing mode. In this architecture, we consider a data storage service containing four 
entities:  
 
Data owner (DO): who has a large amount of data to be stored in the cloud? 
 
Cloud service provider (CSP): who provides data storage service and has enough storage spaces and computation 
resources; 
 
Third party auditor (TPA): who has capabilities to manage or monitor outsourced data under the delegation of 
data owner; and 
 
Granted applications (GA):  who have the right to access and manipulate stored data. These applications can be 
either inside clouds or  outside clouds according to the specific  requirements 
 
 

 
Fig. 2. Audit system architecture for cloud computing 

 
This architecture is known as the audit service outsourcing due to data integrity verification can be 

implemented by TPA without help of data owner. In this architecture, the data owner and granted clients need to 
dynamically interact with CSP to access or update their data for various application purposes. However, we neither 
assume that CSP is trust to guarantee the security of stored data, nor assume that the data owner has the ability to 
collect the evidences of CSP’s fault after errors occur. Hence, TPA, as a trust third party (TTP), is used to ensure the 
storage security of their outsourced data. We assume the TPA is reliable and independent, and thus has no incentive 
to collude with either the CSP or the clients during the auditing process: 
• TPA should be able to make regular checks on the integrity and availability of these delegated data at appropriate 
intervals; 
• TPA should be able to take the evidences for the disputes about the inconsistency of data in terms of authentic 
records for all data operations. In this audit architecture, our core idea is to maintain the security of TPA to 
guarantee the credibility of cloud storages. This is because it is more easy and feasible to ensure the security of one 
TTP than to maintain the credibility of the whole cloud. Hence, theta could be considered as the root of trust in 
clouds. To enable privacy-preserving public auditing for cloud data storage under this architecture, our protocol 
design should achieve 
 
Following security and performance guarantees: 
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Audit-without-downloading: to allow TPA (or other clients with the help of TPA) to verify the correctness of cloud 
data on demand without retrieving a copy of whole data or introducing additional on-line burden to the cloud users; 
Verification-correctness: to ensure there exists no cheating CSP that can pass the audit from TPA without indeed 
storing users’ data intact; Privacy-preserving: to ensure that there exists no way for TPA to derive users’ data from 
the information collected during the auditing process; and High-performance: to allow TPA to perform auditing with 
minimum overheads in storage, communication and computation, and to 
support statistical audit sampling and optimized audit schedule with a long enough period of time. 
 
 
 
3. Construction of interactive audit scheme 

 
In this section, we propose a cryptographic interactive audit scheme (also called as interactive CDP, ICDP) 

to support our audit system in clouds. This scheme is constructed on the standard model of interactive proof system, 
which can ensure the confidentiality of secret data (zero-knowledge property) and the undeceivability of invalid tags 
(soundness property). 3.1. Notations and preliminaries Let H = {Hk} be a keyed hash family of functions Hk : {0, 
1}*→ {0, 1}n indexed by k ∈ K. We say that algorithm A has advantage _ in breaking the collision-resistance of H if 
 

 
 
Definition 1 (Collision-resistant hash). A hash family H is (t, _)- collision-resistant if no t-time adversary has 
advantage at least _ in breaking the collision-resistance of H. We set up our systems using bilinear pairings proposed 
by Boneh and Franklin (2001). Let G be two multiplicative groups using elliptic curve conventions with large prime 
order p. The function e be a computable bilinear map e : G × G → GT with following properties: for any G, H ∈ G 
and all a, b ∈ Zp, we have (1) Bilinearity: e([a]G, [b]H) = e(G, H)ab. (2) Non-degeneracy: e(G, H) / = 1 unless Gor 
H = 1. (3) Computability: e(G, H) is efficiently computable.  
Definition 2 (Bilinear map group system). A bilinear map group system is a tuple S = _p, G, GT , e_ composed of 
the objects as described above. 3.2. Definition of interactive audit we present a definition of interactive audit 
protocol based on interactive proof systems as follows:  
Definition 3. A cryptographic interactive audit scheme S is a collection of two algorithms and an interactive proof 
system, S=  (K, T, P): KeyGen(1s): takes a security parameter s as input, and returns a public-secret key pair (pk, 
sk); TagGen(sk, F): takes as inputs the secret key sk and a file F, and returns the triples (_, , _), where _ denotes the 
secret used to generate verification tags, is the set of public verification parameters u and index information _, i.e., = 
(u, _); _ denotes the set of verification tags; Proof (CSP, TPA): is a public two-party proof protocol of 
irretrievability between CSP (prover) and TPA (verifier), that is _CSP(F, _), TPA_(pk, ), where CSP takes as input a 
file F and a set of tags _, and a public key pk and a set of public parameters are the common input between CSP and 
TPA. At the end of the protocol run, TPA returns {0|1}, where 1 means the file is correct stored on the server. where, 
P(x) denotes the subject P holds the secret x and _P, V_(x) denotes both parties P and V share a  common data x in a 
protocol. This is a more generalized model than existing verification models  for outsourced data. Since the 
verification process is considered as an interactive protocol, this definition does not limit to the specific steps of 
verification, including scale, sequence, and the number of moves in protocol, so it can provide greater convenience 
for the construction of protocol. 
 
3.1. Proposed construction 
 

We present our construction of audit scheme in Fig. 2. This scheme involves three algorithms: key 
generation, tag generation, and verification protocol. In the key generation algorithm, each client is assigned a secret 
key sk, which can be used to generate the tags of many files, and a public key pk, which be used to verify the 
integrity of stored files. public verification parameter = (u, _), where u = (_(1), u1, . . ., us),_ = {_i} i∈ [1,n] is a hash 
index table. The hash value _ (1) = H_ (“Fn”) can be considered as the signature of the secret _1, _s and u1, us 
denotes the “encryption” of these secrets. The structure of hash index table should be designed according to 
applications. For example, for a static, archival file, we can define briefly _i = Bi, where Bi is the sequence number 
of block; for a dynamic file, we can also define _i = (Bi||Vi||Ri), where Bi is the sequence number of block, RI is the 
version number of updates for this block, and Ri is a random integer to avoid collision. The index table _ is very 
important to 
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Ensure the security of files. According to _ and _(1), we can generate the hash value _(2) I =  H_(1) (_i) for each 
block. Note that, it must assure that the’s are different for all process sed files. In our construction, the verification 
protocol has a 3-move structure: 
Commitment, challenge and response, which is showed in Fig. 3. This protocol is similar to Schnorr’s  protocol 
(Schnorr, 1991), which is a zero-knowledge proof system. Using this property, we ensure the verification process 
does not reveal anything other than the veracity of the statement of data integrity in a private cloud. In order to 
prevent the leakage of data and tags in the verification process, the secret data {mi,j} are protected by a random j ∈ 
Zp and the tags {_i} are randomized by a _ ∈ Zp. Furthermore, the values {j} and _ are protected by the simple 
commitment methods, i.e., H_ 1 and us I ∈ G, to avoid the adversary from gaining them. 3.4. Security analysis 
According to the standard model of interactive proof system Proposed by Bellare and Goodrich (Goodrich, 2001), 
the proposed protocol Proof (CSP, TPA) has completeness, soundness, and zero knowledge properties described 
below. 3.4.1. Completeness property For every available tag _ ∈ TagGen(sk, F) and a random challenge Q = (i, 
vi)i∈I , the completeness of protocol can be elaborated as follows: 
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4. Optimizing the schedule for probabilistic verifications 
 

No doubt too frequent audit activities will increase the computation and communication overheads, but less 
frequent activities may not detect abnormality timely. Hence, the scheduling of audit activities is important for 
improving the quality of audit services. In order to detect abnormality in a low-overhead and timely manner, we 
optimize the performance of audit systems from two aspects: performance evaluation of probabilistic queries and 
schedule of periodic verification. Our basis thought is to achieve overhead balancing by verification dispatching, 
which is one of the efficient strategies for improving the performance of audit systems. For clarity, we list some 
used signals in Table 2. 4.1. Performance evaluation of probabilistic queries the audit service achieves the detection 
of CSP servers misbehavior in a random sampling mode in order to reduce the workload on the server. The detection 
probability P of disrupted blocks is an Important parameter to guarantee that these blocks can be detected in time. 
Assume the TPA modifies e blocks out of the n-block file. The probability of disrupted blocks is _b = e/n. Let it be 
the number of queried blocks for a challenge in the protocol proof. We have detection probability 

 

 
Fig.4. Numbers of queried blocks under different detection probabilities and the different number of file blocks. 

 
Furthermore, we observe the ratio of queried blocks in the total file blocks w = t/n under different detection 
probabilities. Based on above analysis, it is easy to find that this ratio holds the equation 

 
To clearly represent this ratio, Fig. 5 plots r for different values of n, e and P. It is obvious that the ratio of 

queried blocks tends to be a constant value for a sufficiently large n. For instance, in Fig. 5, if there exist 10 
disrupted blocks, the TPA asks for w =30 and 23% of n (1000 ≤ n ≤ 10, 000) in order to achieve P of at least95% 
and 90%, respectively. Moreover, this ratio w is also inversely proportional to the number of disrupted blocks e. For 
example, if there exist 100 disrupted blocks, the TPA needs merely to ask for w =4.5 and 2.3% of n (n > 1000) in 
order to achieve the same P, respectively. Hence, the audit scheme is very effective for higher probability of 
disrupted blocks. In most cases, we adopt the probability of disrupted blocks to describe the possibility of data loss, 
damage, forgery or unauthorized changes. When this probability _b is a constant probability, the TPA can detect 
sever misbehaviors with a certain probability P by asking proof for a constant amount of blocks t = log (1 −P)/log (1 
− _b), independently of the total number of file  
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Fig. 6. Ratio of queried blocks in total file blocks under different detection probabilities And 1% disrupted 

blocks. blocks (Ateniese et al., 2007). In Fig. 6, we show the ratio changes for different detection probabilities under 
1% disrupted blocks, e.g. the TPA asks for 458, 298 and 229 blocks in order to achieve P of at least 99%, 95% and 
90%, respectively. This kind of constant ratio is useful for the uniformly distributed _b, especially for the storage 
device’s physical failures. 4.2. Schedule of periodic verification clearly, too frequent audits would lead to a waste of 
network. Bandwidth and computing resources of TPA, Clients, and CSPs. On the other hand, too loose audits are not 
conducive to detect the exceptions in time. For example, if a data owner authorizes TPA to audit the data once a 
week, TPA arranges this task at a fixed time on each weekend. A malicious attack may be implemented after 
finishing an audit period, then there is enough time for the attacker to destroy all evidences and escape punishments. 
Thus, it is necessary to disperse the audit tasks throughout the entire audit mcycle so as to balance the overload and 
increase the difficulty of malicious attacks. Sampling-based audit has the potential to greatly reduce the workload on 
the servers and increase the audit efficiency. Firstly, we assume that each audited file has an audit period T, which 
depends on how important it is for the owner. For example, the common audit period may be assigned as 1 week or 
1 month, and the audit period for important files may be set as 1 day. Of course, these audit activities should be 
carried out as night or on weekends. Assume we make use of the audit frequency f to denote the number of 
occurrences of an audit event per unit time. This means that the number of TPA’s queries is T · f times in an audit 
period T. According to above analysis, we have the detection probability mP= 1 − (1 − _b)n ·w in each audit event. 
Let PT denote the detection probability in an audit period T. Therefore, we have the equation PT = 1−(1 −  )T·f. In 
terms of 1 – P = (1 − _b)n ·w, the detection probability PT can be denoted as 
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In this equation, TPA can obtain the probability _b depending on the transcendental knowledge for the cloud storage 
provider. Moreover the audit period T can be appointed by a data owner in advance. Hence, the above equation can 
be used to analyze the parameter value w and f. It is obvious to obtain the equation  
 

 
 
This means that the audit frequency f is inversely proportional to the ratio of queried blocks w. That is, with the 
increase of verification frequency, the number of queried blocks decreases at each verification process. 
 

 
 
Fig. 7. Ratio of queried blocks in the total file blocks under different audit frequency for 10 disrupted blocks and 
10,000 file blocks. 
 
 In Fig. 7, we show the relationship between f and w under 10 disrupted blocks for 10,000 file blocks. It is easy to 
find that a marked drop of w after the increase of frequency. In fact, this kind of relationship between f and w is a 
comparatively stable value for certain PT, _b, and n due to f ·w = (log (1 − PT))/ (n · T · log(1 − _b)). TPA should 
choose appropriate frequency to balance the overhead according to above equation. For example, if e = 10 blocks in 
10,000 blocks (_b = 0.1%), then TPA asks for 658 blocks or 460 blocks for f = 7 or 10 in order to achieve PT of at 
least 99%. Hence, appropriate audit frequency would greatly reduce the sampling numbers, thus, the computation 
and communication overheads will also be reduced. 
 
 
5 .Provable Data Possession Schemes 
 

5.1 Preliminaries The client C wants to store on the server S a file F which is a finite ordered collection of n 
blocks: F = (m1, . . . ,mn). We denote the output x of an algorithm A by x ← A. We denote by |x| the absolute value 
of x. Homomorphic Verifiable Tags (HVTs). We introduce the concept of a homomorphic verifiable tag that will be 
used as a building block for our CDP schemes. Given a message m (corresponding to a file block), we denote by Tm 
its homomorphic verifiable tag. The tags will be stored on the server together with the file F. Homomorphic 
verifiable tags act as verification metadata for the file blocks and, besides being unforgeable, they also have the 
following properties: Block less verification: Using HVTs the server can construct a proof that allows the client to 
verify if the server possesses certain file blocks, even when the client does not have access to the actual file blocks. 
Homomorphic tags: Given two values Tmi and Tmj , anyone can combine them into a value Tmi+mj corresponding 
to the sum of the messages mi + mj . In our construction, an HVT is a pair of values (Ti,m, Wi), where Wi is a 
random value obtained from an index i and Ti,m is stored at the server. The index i can be seen as a one-time index 
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because it is never reused for computing tags (a simple way to ensure that every tag uses a different mindex i is to 
use a global counter for i). The random value Wi is generated by concatenating the index i to a secret value, which 
ensures that Wi is different and unpredictable each time a tag is computed. HVTs and their corresponding proofs 
have a fixed constant size and are (much) smaller than the actual file blocks. We emphasize that techniques based on 
aggregate signatures multi-signatures batch RSA batch verification of RSA condensed RSA etc. would all fail to 
provide block less verification, which is needed by our CDP scheme. Indeed, the client has to have the ability to 
verify the tags on specific file blocks even though he does not possess any of those blocks. 
 
5.1 Definitions 
 

We start with the precise definition of a provable data possession scheme, followed by a security. 
Definition that captures the data possession property. 
 
Definition 4.1 (Provable Data Possession Scheme (CDP)) A CDP scheme is a collection of four polynomial-time 
algorithms (KeyGen,TagBlock,GenProof , CheckProof) such that: KeyGen(1k) → (pk, sk) is a probabilistic key 
generation algorithm that is run by the client to setup the scheme. It takes a security parameter k as input, and returns 
a pair of matching public and secret keys (pk, sk). TagBlock (pk, sk,m) → Tm is a (possibly probabilistic) algorithm 
run by the client to generate the verification metadata. It takes as inputs a public key pk, a secret key sk and a file 
block m, and returns the verification metadata Tm. GenProof(pk, F, chal,_) → V is run by the server in order to 
generate a proof of possession. It takes as inputs a public key pk, an ordered collection F of blocks, a challenge chal 
and an ordered collection _ which is the verification metadata corresponding to the blocks in F. It returns a proof of 
possession V for the blocks in F that are determined by the challenge chal. CheckProof (pk, sk, chal, V) → 
{“success”, “failure”} is run by the client in order to validate a proof of possession. It takes as inputs a publickey pk, 
a secret key sk, a challenge chal and a proof of possession V. It returns whether V is a correct proof of possession 
for the blocks determined by chal. A CDP system can be constructed from a CDP scheme in two phases, Setup and 
Challenge: Setup: The client C is in possession of the file F and runs (pk, sk) ← KeyGen(1k), followed by Tmi ← 
TagBlock(pk, sk,mi) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. C stores the pair (sk, pk). C then sends pk, F and _ = (Tm1 , . . . , Tmn) to S for 
storage and deletes F and _ from its local storage. Challenge: C generates a challenge chal that, among other things, 
indicates the specific blocks for which C wants a proof of possession. C then sends chal to S. S runs V ← GenProof 
(pk, F, chal,_) and sends to C the proof of possession V. Finally, C can check the validity of the proof V by running 
CheckProof (pk, SK, chal, V). In the Setup phase, C computes tags for each file block and stores them together with 
the file at S. In the Challenge phase, C requests proof of possession for a subset of the blocks in F. This phase can be 
executed an unlimited number of times in order to ascertain whether S still possesses the selected blocks. We state 
the security for a CDP system using a game that captures the data possession property. Intuitively, the Data 
Possession Game captures that an adversary cannot successfully construct a valid proof without possessing all the 
blocks corresponding to a given challenge, unless it guesses all the missing blocks. Data Possession Game: Setup: 
The challenger runs (pk, sk) ← KeyGen (1k), sends pk to the adversary and keeps sk secret. Query: The adversary 
makes tagging queries adaptively: It selects a block m1 and sends it to the challenger. The challenger computes the 
verification metadata Tm1 ← TagBlock (pk, sk, m1) and sends it back to the adversary. The adversary continues to 
query the challenger for the verification metadata Tm2, Tmn on the blocks of its choice m2, . . . ,mn. As a general 
rule, the challenger generates Tmj for some 1 ≤ j ≤ n, by computing Tmj ← TagBlock (pk, sk,mj). The adversary 
then stores all the blocks as an ordered collection F = (m1, . . . ,mn), together with the corresponding verification 
metadata Tm1 , . . . , Tmn. Challenge: The challenger generates a challenge chal and requests the adversary to 
provide a proof of possession for the blocks mi1, . . . ,mic determined by chal, where 1 ≤ ij ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ c, 1 ≤ c ≤ n. 
Forge: The adversary computes a proof of possession V for the blocks indicated by chal and returns V. If 
CheckProof (pk, sk, chal, V) = “success”, then the adversary has won the Data Possession Game. 
 
Definition 5.2 
 

A CDP system (Setup, Challenge) built on a CDP scheme (KeyGen, TagBlock,GenProof , CheckProof) 
guarantees data possession if for any (probabilistic polynomial-time) ad- versify A the probability that A wins the 
Data Possession Game on a set of file blocks is negligibly close to the probability that the challenger can extract 
those file blocks by means of a knowledge extractor E. In our security definition, the notion of a knowledge 
extractor is similar with the standard one introduced in the context of proofs of knowledge [5]. If the adversary is 
able to win the Data Possession Game, then E can execute GenProof repeatedly until it extracts the selected blocks. 
On the other hand, if E cannot extract the blocks, then the adversary cannot win the game with more than negligible 
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probability. We refer the reader to [25] for a more generic and extraction-based security definition for POR and to 
[37] for the security definition of sub-linear authenticators.  

 
 
5.3 Efficient and Secure CDP Schemes 
 

In this section we present our CDP onstructions: The first (S-CDP) provides a strong data possession 
guarantee, while the second (E-CDP) achieves better efficiency at the cost of weakening the data possession 
guarantee. We start by introducing some additional notation used by the constructions. Let p = 2p′ + 1 and q = 2q′ + 
1 be safe primes and let N = pq be an RSA modulus. Let g be a generator of QRN, the unique cyclic subgroup of Z∗ 
N of order p′q′ (i.e., QRN is the set of quadratic residues modulo N). We can obtain g as g = a2, where a R← Z∗ N 
such that gcd(a ± 1,N) = 1. All exponentiations are performed modulo N, and for simplicity we sometimes omit 
writing it explicitly.  Let h : {0, 1}∗ → QRN be a secure deterministic hash-and-encode function3 that maps strings 
uniformly to QRN. The schemes are based on the KEA1 assumption which was introduced by Damgard in 1991 
[14] and subsequently used by several others, most notably in [21, 6, 7, 27, 15]. In particular, Bellare and Palacio [6] 
provided a formulation of KEA1, that we follow and adapt to work in the RSA ring: KEA1-r (Knowledge of 
Exponent Assumption): For any adversary A that takes input (N, g, gs) and returns group elements (C, Y ) such that 
Y = Cs, there exists an “extractor” ¯ A which, given the same inputs as A, returns x such that C = gx. Recently, 
KEA1 has been shown to hold in generic groups (i.e., it is secure in the generic group model) by A. Dent [16] and 
independently by Abe and Fehr [1]. In private communication, Yamamoto has informed us that Yamamoto, 
Fujisaki, and Abe introduced the KEA1 assumption in the RSA setting in [46]. Their assumption, named NKEA1, is 
the same as ours, KEA1-r, except that we restrict g to be a generator of the group of quadratic residues of order p′q′. 
As noted in their paper [46], if the order is not known then the extractor returns an x such that C = ±gx. Later in this 
section, we also show an alternative strategy which does not rely on the KEA1-r assumption, at the cost of increased 
network communication. S-CDP overview. We first give an overview of our provable data possession scheme that 
supports sampling. In the Setup phase, the client computes a homomorphism verifiable tag (Ti,mi , Wi) for each 
block mi of the file. In order to maintain constant storage, the client generates the random values Wi by 
concatenating the index i to a secret value v; thus, TagBlock has an extra parameter, i. Each value Ti,mi includes 
information about the index i of the block mi, in the form of a value h(Wi) This binds the tag on a block to that 
specific block, and prevents using the tag to obtain a proof for a different block. These tags are stored on the server 
together with the file F. The extra storage at the server is the price to pay for allowing thin clients that only store a 
small, constant amount of data, regardless of the file size. In the Challenge phase, the client asks the server for proof 
of possession of c file blocks whose indices are randomly chosen using a pseudo-random permutation keyed with a 
fresh randomly- chosen key for each challenge. This prevents the server from anticipating which blocks will be 
queried in each challenge. C also generates a fresh (random) challenge gs = gs to ensure that S does not reuse any 
values from a previous Challenge phase. The server returns a proof of possession that consists of two values: T and 
ρ. T is obtained by combining into a single value the individual tags Ti,mi corresponding to each of the requested 
blocks. ρ is obtained by raising the challenge gs to a function of the requested blocks. The value T contains 
information about the indices of the blocks requested by the client (in the form of the h(Wi) values). C can remove 
all the h(Wi) values from T because it has both the key for the pseudo-random permutation (used to determine the 
indices of the requested blocks) and the secret value v (used to generate the values Wi). C can then verify the 
validity of the server’s proof by checking if a certain relation holds between T and ρ. S-CDP in detail. Let κ, ℓ, λ be 
security parameters (λ is a positive integer) and let H be a cryptographic hash function. In addition, we make use of 
a pseudo-random function (PRF) f and a pseudo-random permutation (PRP) π with the following parameters: 
 

 
 
 

The purpose of including the aj coefficients in the values for ρ and T computed by S is to ensure that S 
possesses each one of the requested blocks. These coefficients are determined by a PRF keyed with a fresh 
randomly-chosen key for each challenge, which prevents S from storing combinations (e.g., sums) of the original 
blocks instead of the original file blocks themselves. Also, we are able to maintain constant communication cost 
because tags on blocks can be combined into a single value. In Appendix A, we prove: Theorem 4.3 Under the RSA 
and KEA1-r assumptions, S-CDP guarantees data possession in the random oracle model. Regarding efficiency, we 
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remark that each challenge requires a small, constant amount of communication between C and S (the challenge and 
the response are each slightly more than 1 Kilobit). In terms of server block access, the demands are c accesses for 
S, while in terms of computation we have c exponentiations for both C and S. When S deletes a fraction of the file 
blocks, c is a relatively small, constant value, which gives the O(1) parameters in Table 1 (for more details, see 
Section 5.1). Since the size of the file is O(n), accommodating the additional tags does not change (asymptotically) 
the storage requirements for the server. In our analysis we assume w.l.o.g. that the indices for the blocks picked by 
the client in a challenge are different. One way to achieve this is to implement π using the techniques proposed by 
Black and Roadway [11]. In a practical deployment, our protocol can tolerate collisions of these indices. Moreover, 
notice that the client can dynamically append new blocks to the stored file after the Setup phase, without re-tagging 
the entire file. Notice that the server may store the client’s file F however it sees fit, as long as it is able to recover 
the file when answering a challenge. For example, it is allowed to compress F (e.g., if all the blocks of F are 
identical, then the server may only store one full block and the information that all the blocks are equal). 
Alternatively, w.l.o.g., one could assume that F has been optimally compressed by the client and the size of F is 
equal to F’s information entropy function. A concrete example of using S-CDP. For a concrete example of using S-
CDP, we consider a 1024-bit modulus N and a 4 GB file F which has n = 1, 000, 000 4KB blocks. During Setup, C 
stores the file and the tags at S. The tags require additional storage of 128 MB. The client stores about 3 Kbytes (N, 
e, d each has 1024 bits and v has 128 bits). During the Challenge phase, C and S use AES for π (used to select the 
random block indices i), HMAC for f (used to determine the random coefficients a) and SHA1 for H. In a challenge, 
C sends to S four values which total 168 bytes (c has 4 bytes, k1 has 16 bytes, k2 has 20 bytes, gs has 1024 bits). 
Assuming that S deletes at least 1% of F, then C can detect server misbehavior with probability over 99% by asking 
proof for c = 460 randomly selected blocks. The server’s response contains two values which total 148 bytes (T has 
1024 bits, ρ has 20 bytes). We emphasize that the server’s response to a challenge consists of a small, constant 
value; in particular, the server does not send back to the client any of the file blocks and not even their sum. A more 
efficient scheme, with weaker guarantees (E-CDP). Our S-CDP scheme provides the guarantee that S possesses each 
one of the c blocks for which C requested proof of possession in a challenge. We now describe a more efficient 
variant of S-CDP, which we call E-CDP that achieves better performance at the cost of offering weaker guarantees. 
E-CDP differs from S-CDP only in that all the coefficients aj are equal to 1: 
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5.4 Implementation and Experimental Results 
 

We measure the performance of E-CDP and the benefits of sampling based on our implementation of E-
CDP in Linux. As a basis for comparison, we have also implemented the scheme of Deswarte et al. and Filho et al. 
(B-CDP), and the more efficient s suggested by David Wagner (these schemes are described in Appendix B). All 
experiments were conducted on an Intel 2.8 GHz Pentium IV system with a 512 KB cache, an 800 MHz EPCI bus, 
and 1024 MB of RAM. The system runs Red Hat Linux 9, kernel version 2.4.22. Algorithms use the crypto library 
of OpenSSL version 0.9.8b with a modulus N of size 1024 bits and files have 4KB blocks. Experiments that 
measure disk I/O performance do so by storing 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
files on an ext3 file system on a Seagate Barracuda 7200.7 (ST380011A) 80GB Ultra ATA/100 drives. All 
experimental results represent the mean of 20 trials. Because results varied little across trials, we do not present 
confidence intervals. Sampling. To quantify the performance benefits of sampling for E-CDP, we compare the client 
and server performance for detecting 1% missing or faulty data at 95% and 99% confidence (Fig. 4). These results 
are compared with using E-CDP over all blocks of the file at large file sizes, up to 64 MB. We measure both the 
computation time only (in memory) as well as the overall time (on disk), which includes I/O costs. Examining all 
blocks uses time linear in the file size for files larger than 4MB. This is the point at which the computation becomes 
bound from either memory or disk throughput. Larger inputs amortize the cost of the single exponentiation required 
by E-CDP. This is also the point at which the performance of sampling diverges. The number of blocks needed to 
achieve the target confidence level governs performance. For larger files, E-CDP generates data as fast as it can be 
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accessed from memory and summed, because it only computes a single exponentiation. In E-CDP, the server 
generates Pc i=1mi, which it exponentiates. The maximum size of this quantity in bits is |mi| + log2(c); its maximum 
value is c · 2|mi|. Thus, the cryptographic costs grows logarithmically in the file size. The linear cost of accessing all 
data blocks and computing the sum dominate this logarithmic growth. Comparing results when data are on disk 
versus in cache shows that disk throughput bounds E-CDP’s performance when accessing all blocks. With the 
exception of the first blocks of a file, I/O and the challenge computation occur in parallel. Thus, E-CDP generates 
proofs faster than the disk can deliver data: 1.0 second versus 1.8 seconds for a 64 MB file. Because I/O bounds 
performance, no protocol can outperform E-CDP by more than the startup costs. While faster, multiple-disk storage 
may remove the I/O bound today. Over time increases in processor speeds will exceed those of disk bandwidth and 
the I/O bound will hold. Sampling breaks the linear scaling relationship between time to generate a proof of data 
possession and the size of the file. At 99% confidence, E-CDP can build a proof of possession for any file, up to 64 
MB in size in about 0.4 seconds. Disk I/O incurs about 0.04 seconds of additional runtime for larger file sizes over 
the in-memory results. Sampling performance characterizes the benefits of E-CDP. Probabilistic guarantees make it 
practical to use public-key cryptography constructs to verify possession of very large data sets. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
         Figure 8: Computation performance. 

 
Server Computation. The next experiments look at the worst-case performance of generating a proof of possession, 
which is useful for planning purposes to allow the server to allocate enough resources. For E-CDP, this means 
sampling every block in the file, while for MHT-SC this means computing the entire hash tree. We compare the 
computation complexity of E-CDP with other algorithms, which do not support sampling. All schemes perform an 
equivalent number of disk and memory accesses. In step 3 of the GenProof algorithm of S-CDP, S has two ways of 
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computing ρ: Either sum the values amid (as integers) and then exponentiation gs to this sum or exponentiation gs to 
each value ajmij and then multiply all values. We observed that the former choice takes considerable less time, as it 
only involves one exponentiation to a (|mi| + ℓ + log2(c))-bit number, as opposed to c exponentiations to a (|mi| + ℓ)-
bit number (typically, ℓ = 160). Fig. 5(a) shows the computation time as a function of file size used at the server 
when computing a proof for B-CDP, MHT-SC and E-CDP. Note the logarithmic scale. Computation time includes 
the time to access the memory blocks that contain file data in cache. We restrict this experiment to files of 768 KB 
or less, because of the amount of time consumed by B-CDP.E-CDP radically alters the complexity of data 
possession protocols and even outperforms pro- tools that provide weaker guarantees, specifically MHT-SC. For 
files of 768 KB, E-CDP is more than 185 times faster than B-CDP and more than 4.5 times as fast as MHT-SC. 
These performance ratios become arbitrarily large for larger file sizes. For B-CDP performance grows linearly with 
the file size, because it exponentiates the entire file. For MHT-SC, performance also grows linearly, but in disjoint 
clusters which represent the height of the Merkle-tree needed to represent a file of that size. Pre-Processing. In 
preparing a file for outsourced storage, the client generates its local metadata. In this experiment, we measure the 
processor time for metadata generation only. This does not include the I/O time to load data to the client or store 
metadata to disk, nor does it include the time to transfer the file to the server. Fig. 5(b) shows the pre-processing 
time as a function of file size for B-CDP, MHT-SC and E-CDP. 
 

E-CDP exhibits slower pre-processing performance. The costs grow linearly with the file size at 162 KB/s. 
E-CDP performs an exponentiation on every block of the file in order to create the per- block tags. For MHT-SC, 
preprocessing performance mirrors challenge performance, because both protocol steps perform the same 
computation. It generates data at about 433 KB/s on average. MThe preprocessing performance of B-CDP differs 
from the challenge phase even though both steps compute the exact same signature. This is because the client has 
access to φ(N) and can reduce the file modulo φ(N) before exponentiations. In contrast, the security of the protocol 
depends on φ(N) being a secret that is unavailable to the server. The preprocessing costs comprise a single 
exponentiation and computing a modulus against the entire file. 
 
6. Conclusions 
 

We focused on the problem of verifying if an untrusted server stores a client’s data. We introduced a model 
for provable data possession, in which it is desirable to minimize the file block Accesses, the computation on the 
server, and the client-server communication. Our solutions for CDP fit this model: They incur a low (or even 
constant) overhead at the server and require a small, constant amount of communication per challenge. Key 
components of our schemes are the homomorphic verifiable tags. They allow verifying data possession without 
having access to the actual data file. In this paper, we addressed the construction of an efficient audit service for data 
integrity in clouds. Profiting from the standard interactive proof system, we proposed an interactive audit protocol to 
implement the audit service based on a third party auditor. In this audit service, the third party auditor, known as an 
agent of data owners, can issue a periodic verification to monitor the change of outsourced data by providing an 
optimized schedule. To realize the audit model, we only need to maintain the security of the third party auditor and 
deploy a lightweight daemon to execute the verification protocol. Hence, our technology can be easily adopted in a 
cloud computing environment to replace the traditional Hash-based solution. More importantly, we proposed and 
quantified a new audit approach based on probabilistic queries and periodic verification, as well as an optimization 
method of parameters of cloud audit services. This approach greatly reduces the workload on the storage servers, 
while still achieves the detection of servers’ misbehavior with a high probability. Our experiments clearly showed 
that our approach could minimize computation and communication overheads. 
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